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If you are looking to introduce a contemporary 
fence to your garden, our Red Cedar 
slatted panels are the perfect option.

They are designed to fit together to create a seamless 
fence with no visible posts.  A continuous line 
travelling around your garden brings a sense 
of order and calm to outdoor spaces.

The warm Cedar colours are also the perfect backdrop 
to plant against, or a wonderful foil for sculpture or 
water features.  Create the right look, first time 
with ease, with Red Cedar slatted fencing.

Our patented Cequence fencing system takes the 
hard work out of having a slatted fence.  The panels are 
readymade in handy sizes that will fit perfectly togeth-
er giving you a high quality finish every time.

Cequence fencing panels are sold in handy 60cm 
and 90cm high sections that can be stacked 
above each other to achieve your desired fence 
height.  If your fencing height is different you 
can easily trim off battens as required.

The join between stacked panels is invisible so it will 
look like a single panel once installed. We make 
panels in these handy sizes for ease of transport.

www.contemporaryfencing.comsales@contemporaryfencing.com
01227 273214

KEY FACTS 
 High quality Western Red Cedar 
 Brings contemporary style to your gardenn 
 Readymade slatted fence panels 
 Creates perfect horizontal lines 
 No visible fixings when installed 
 Easy and accurate installation every time 
  
 7mm gaps between Cedar battens 
 Built with stainless steel fixings 
 Handmade and hand finished 
 Hundreds of happy customers 

Built with 44mm x 17mm Cedar battens

Product Speci�cation
Brand Cequence

Construction Material

Batten Style

Finish

Gap Size

Grade

Country of Origin

Quailty Control

Panel Construction

Guarantee

Western Red Cedar

Slatted Fence Panel

Planed all Round

7mm between Battens

Clear Grade 2 or Better
Canada

Exceeds NLGA Grading Rules

Hidden Stainless Steel Ring Shank Nails

20 years
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Cequence Square Edge Fence Panels – 90cm Wide

Height (cm) Product Code Width (cm)

30 CSPSH30 90

60 CSPSH60 90

90 CSPSH90 90

120 CSPSH120 90

150 CSPSH150 90

180 CSPSH180 90

200 CSPSH200 90

90210 CSPSH210

200

Cequence Square Edge Fence Panels – 180cm Wide

Height (cm) Product Code Width (cm)

30 CSP30Wsq 180

60 CSP60Wsq 180

90 CSP90Wsq 180

120 CSP120Wsq 180

150 CSP150Wsq 180

180 CSP180Wsq 180

200 CSP200Wsq 180

Cequence Square Edge Fence Panels – 210cm Wide

Height (cm) Product Code Width (cm)

30 210CSP30Wsq 210

60 210CSP60Wsq 210

90 210CSP90Wsq

120 210CSP120Wsq 210

150 210CSP150Wsq 210

180 210CSP180Wsq 210

210

210CSP200Wsq 210

www.contemporaryfencing.comsales@contemporaryfencing.com
01227 273214

210

210 180 210CSP210Wsq 210CSP210W sq

The rise in popularity of slatted fencing has 
been huge. One of the reasons for this is that the 
strong lines of horizontal fencing contrasts so 
well against plants and natural elements.

It is a real case of opposites attracting! On the one 
hand you have the strong structural lines of 
horizontal fencing and the other hand the natural form of 
plants and trees, together they just work!

But why is horizontal slatted fencing so appealing to l
ook at? Well we think it may have a lot to do with 
the shadows between each strip of wood. 

These shadows act as a separator allowing your eye to 
perceive each individual board. This is further highlighted 
when these boards run around the garden uninterrupted. 

Combine this with the wonderful varied colours of Western 
Red Cedar and it just becomes something really special.

Red Cedar | Slatted Fence Panel
Cequence Capping Rail

Cequence Slatted Panel

Cequence Cedar Post 
with Profiled End


